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FOOD
POLICY
FORUMOverview of today’s meeting 

• Welcome, Roll Call, and Agenda Overview (10 min.)

• Quick poll to gauge interest in hybrid meeting format

• Impromptu Networking (30 min.)

• Informing Land Use Policy Action Team (15 min.)

• Review agenda for an August 4th listening session on Patterns and Drivers of Farmland and Agricultural Infrastructure Loss

• State Brand and Marketing Action Team (45 min.)

• Learning Meeting Report-Out

• Strategic Direction & Next Steps for Forum Input

• Discussion

• Break (10 min.)

• Farm Bill 2023 Coordination Action Team (60 min.)

• Overview and Timeline – Ron Shultz (SCC) and Claire Lane (Anti-Hunger and Nutrition Coalition) 

• Thinking about the Farm Bill in context of our consensus recommendations – Various members

• Closing Remarks and Next Steps (10 min.)

Objectives

Engage the full Forum on the status and 

work of three action teams
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• Breakout rooms to connect in pairs; 3 minutes per person to answer the 
below questions:
1. Introduce yourself and your role

2. What motivates or excites you to participate in the Forum?

• Switch speakers at 3 minutes; breakout rooms will be six minutes 

• We will do three rounds. You should have a new partner each time 

• You will get automatically moved between breakout rooms
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Informing Land Use 
Policy Action Team
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• Planning an August 4th Listening Session on Patterns and 
Drivers of Farmland and Agricultural Infrastructure Loss
• Team will walk us through how the agenda is shaping up
• Forum members are invited to ask questions and flag areas of concern for 

the Team’s consideration

• Intent is to invite a greater diversity of stakeholders than may 
traditionally attend Forum meetings, including:
• Department of Commerce
• WSU Puyallup 
• County planning staff - Particularly Pierce, King, and Kitsap because they are 

engaged in comp plan soon and Lewis and San Juan because these counties 
just wrapped up comp planning 

• Puget Sound Regional Council
• Legislative members
• Ag lobby group 
• Todd Currier
• Association of Counties
• Other?

• Please help us understand your questions or concerns.
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Marketing Action 

Team 
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FORUMToday’s State Brand Session

• Introduction and Work to Date (10 min)
• Diane Dempster, Clark County Food Council

• WA Grown Overview (10 min)
• Chris Voigt, Potato Commission 

• Eat Local First Overview (10 min) 
• Melissa Spear, Tilth Alliance

• Next Steps and Discussion (15 min)
• Laura Raymond, WSDA
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Relates to two 2019 consensus 
recommendations:

1. Increase purchases of Washington 
farm products with procurement 
policies and better visibility and 
promotion of Washington products in 
the marketplace. 

2. Create a Washington state brand 
program that makes local products –
and specific producers / farms 
– more visible and easier to code and 
track through existing supply chains.

Context for this team’s work

• Many states have programs to identify and promote products 
grown in their state. 90 percent of existing state programs are 
maintained by each state’s Department of Agriculture.

• Currently, Washington State is one of three U.S. states that does 
not have an official state brand/label/marketing program that 
would identify and promote products from WA

• That said, there are multiple promotional efforts underway 
independent from the state that aim to elevate consumer 
awareness of Washington and/or more “local” products. 
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• At the outset, this team identified a need to learn more about past 
and current efforts, both in Washington and in other states

• Conducted a Learning Meeting early in May with Forum members 
and invited stakeholders

• In preparation, compiled a wealth of materials related to these 
efforts.

• The Framing questions for the meeting were as follows:
1.State Brand Models

• How are other state brands set up? Including: criteria for participating, cost to participate, type of promotions, 
staffing, funding, compliance checks?

• What lessons learned or recommendations do you have for Washington to consider?
2.Current Efforts in Washington

• What is the current lay of the land? How are the programs run and what needs do they fill?
• What ideas exist for these efforts to interplay with a potential state brand?

3.Past Efforts in Washington
• How were these programs structured?
• What did and did not work about them given our local context?
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o Gwyn Roland, PA Dept of Ag 
o Program launched in 2004 to identify and promote PA ag products grown produced/processed in PA

• Loose guidelines when the program was originally started
• 2011- legislation passed called PA preferred act shifted program to exclusive program, which has caused concern from 

those in the program initially and no longer qualify
• PA preferred act sets qualifications - currently free, but potentially shifting to paid program 

o 5 entities qualify including farmers, processors, farmers markets/retail businesses, restaurants, supporting organizations 
• Large amount of variability depending on entity type for example: 

• Processors: 75% coming from PA farm
• Restaurant: only has to have 1 item on menu

o $3.2 million funds the program from PA Department of Ag- three parts include PA preferred, PA preferred organic initiative, 
and PA preferred homegrown by heroes

o Compliance is based on an honor system- not enough capacity to regulate, but act does provide authority if needed
• Participation involves application and trademark licensing agreement, shifting towards online application process 

o Recommendations to Washington: 
• Set clear goals for the program, ensure that you are in the room when legislation is written
• Mission creep can happen- focus on the core part of your program and stay true to that. 
• Our program has been around for 20 years and people still don’t understand it- lots of chicken and egg discussion that 

happens with these programs, confusion around different names between state branding programs. 
• Makes it confusing for consumers and participants 
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• Emma Rastatter, San Juan Island Guild
• Current requirements: solely producers are growing within San Juan county
• First iteration of program had different growing standards and it originally promoted local food and wanted to 

distinguish food growing within the county. 
• Many producers are not certified organic, so they wanted to include a more affordable option grown with 

organic practices- but those requirements fell out of original program. 
• Ag guild use to offer stickers to producers to use on products 
• Eater survey found that producers were seeing increase of sales if that label was there, but also challenging 

for ag guild to keep up with sticker production and administer program in this manner
• Challenging to find continuous funding to support admin of food label 

• Funding has come through San Juan County lodging tax, which require targeting tourist marketing 
• Marketing Efforts

• New program shifting towards online marketing strategy including social media and new marketing 
coordinator to tell farmer stories

• Calendar to show all agro-tourism related activities (e.g. farm dinner, lavender, farmers market)
• Online map indicating all farms in county are that are members of Island Grown

• Farmers currently pay dues to become members ($75 dollars annually), but some farmers aren't finding the 
dues worth it. 



Chris Voigt

Executive Director

Washington State Potato Commission

cvoigt@potatoes.com



Each Episode
 Focuses on one product or theme

 Features restaurant that prepares featured product

 Farmer segment-what it takes to grow the product

 Food Truck segment-prepares featured product

 Interview segment-

 Ext. Agent, Conservation District, WSDA, Scientist

 Processing segment-how the product is processed

 Home gardening/Nutritionist/Produce Manager



History of WA Grown
 A result of a long-range planning meeting

 Telling the agriculture story to the public

 Concerned about being regulated out of business

 Connecting people to food and farming

 Formed non-profit WA Farmers and Ranchers

 Struggled to fund

 Potato Commission is the backstop for funding

 First aired on NW Cable News

 Now broad distribution



Washington Grown TV
 Educating the public about Agriculture!

 RFD-TV-Thursdays 12:30pm and 9:00pm

 KIRO-Sunday 12:30am

 KBTC-Saturday 6:30am and 3:00pm

 KEPR-Saturday 5:00pm

 KIMA-Saturday 5:00pm

 KWSU-Sunday 1:00pm and Tuesday 9:30am

 KSPS-Sunday 4:30pm and Monday 7:00pm

 KLEW-Saturday 5:00pm

 KTNW-Saturday 10:30am and Monday 7:30pm

 Online at wagrown.com



Four Year Expansion
 Specialty Crop Block Grant-$3.8 million

 Stable Funding for next 4 years

 Enhance TV Program

 Monthly Magazine 

 Distributed by QFC, Harvest Foods, Independent Grocers

 Seattle Times Sunday Paper

 Electronic Newsletter

 Billboard Ads

 Social Media



Emmy Award Winning WA Grown
4.5 million views each year



Use of Logo on Packaging



Chris Voigt

(509) 765-8845

cvoigt@potatoes.com



Oliver’s Green Grown Northwest Produce, Tacoma



Eatlocalfirst.org

Origins

Rabbit Fields Farm, Mt. Vernon
Photo by Diane Padys

2011

*Sustaianable Connections Time line

2018 2020

https://sustainableconnections.org/about-us/


Eatlocalfirst.org

The collaborative

• Shared Goals – to support local farms and food 
producers and a thriving local food system

• Shared Benefits – A collective marketing campaign 
that brings greater benefit than what any one group is 
capable of independently.

• Shared Leadership – Tilth Alliance and Sustainable 
Connections serve as joint fiscal sponsors of ELF.

• Shared Governance – A Steering Committee made up of 
5-9 collaborative members serves to support, advise, and 
approve of initiatives, budgets, and work.

The ELF Collaborative operates with a cooperative model:



Steering 
Committee

▪ Pierce County Fresh

▪ Sustainable Connections

▪ The Local Food Trust

▪ Tilth Alliance 

▪ Washington State University
Food Systems Program

▪ Washington State University
Regional Small Farms 
Program



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our structure

Fiscal Sponsors

Paid Staff

Steering Committee

Stakeholders

Financial and administrative oversight 
and accountability are provided by joint 
fiscal sponsors, Sustainable Connections 
and Tilth Alliance, both 501(c)3 nonprofit 
organizations. 

The Steering Committee shares decision 
making and governance responsibility as 
well as contributing to operations 
including fundraising, outreach and 
promotional support.



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our mission

To play a foundational role in strengthening 

the connections between local food, local 

communities, and regional economies by 

being the go-to resource for finding food that 

is grown, raised, harvested, and made in our 

state.
Rabbit Fields Farm, Mt. Vernon

Photo by Diane Padys



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our vision

We aspire to help create a resilient, equitable, 

community food system where people are 

connected to their local farms and food 

businesses wherever they live, work, shop, 

visit and eat in Washington State. 
Dancing Sprouts Farm, Orting

Photo by Rylea Foehl



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our Strategies

• Build consumer demand for 
local food

• Make it easy to identify and 
buy local food.



Eatlocalfirst.org

What we know
Based on data from a consumer focus group 
study conducted in Whatcom County, these are 
the key factors that impact the choice to buy 
local:

• Ease, convenience, and price/value
• Information / Authenticity
• Connecting with the story of local farms



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our Work

• Build Consumer TRUST in the ELF Brand
• Make it easy for consumers to clearly 

IDENTIFY Local Food
• Tell the STORY of Local Food
• Provide consumers with a powerful 

tool they can use to FIND Local Food



Eatlocalfirst.org

Branding & promotion



2022
Seatac Airport 
signage





Eatlocalfirst.org

WA Food & Farm Finder

Eat Local First supports the growth of market 
channels by CONNECTING buyers to local 
producers.

Statewide and regional farm-finder tools have 
been merged into a single platform:

Sky Island Farm, Humtulips



• 1,791 listings

• 1,122 farms

• 38 counties





Eatlocalfirst.org

Relation to other brands







All Listings in the San Juan Islands automatically 
have the Island Grown logo added to it.



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our funders



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our funders
2021 - Pierce County Councilman Marty Campbell requested a $30,000 

budget proviso to support marketing and advertising efforts for Pierce 

County Fresh and Eat Local First! 

The budget proviso was approved in November 2021, and planning 

efforts are currently underway with Pierce County Office of 

Communications to produce video, make ad buys, and build a pilot 

regional sub-site of eatlocalfirst.org to house and highlight Pierce County 

content.



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our funders
USDA FMPP Grants:

2022 - $517,000 awarded to Sustainable Connections as the Grant 
Administrator for the Collaborative’s three year project: 

“Creating an online wholesale marketing infrastructure to increase 

equitable market access, digital proficiency, and sales for small to mid-

size farms in Washington State.”

This project brings in a new strategic partnership with Seattle Good 
Business Network to greatly expand the representation of locally owned 
restaurants that source from Washington producers.

https://seattlegood.org/


Eatlocalfirst.org

Our funders
USDA FMPP Grants:

2020-2021 Holiday & CSA Campaign Funding was made possible by the 

U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service

through an FMPP grant AM170100XXXXG123 award to Tilth Alliance.

https://www.ams.usda.gov/services/grants/fmpp


Eatlocalfirst.org

Our funders
2019- Current

Initial work to establish a hub of connectivity during COVID was 

made possible by WSDA Regional Markets Program. WDSA has 

continued to fund special COVID relief and recovery projects, and 

collaborative efforts to streamline connectivity between farms 

and buyers for Farm to School, and hunger relief organizations. 

https://agr.wa.gov/departments/business-and-marketing-support/small-farm


Eatlocalfirst.org

Our funders
2019- Current

The State legislature generously approved a $300,000 proviso in 

the Washington State budget for 2022-2023 to fund ongoing 

marketing support for Washington producers.



Eatlocalfirst.org

Our funders

Funding for the ‘Food Atlas’, the original platform launched in 2018 by 

Sustainable Connections, was provided largely by the Whatcom 

Community Foundation who continues to be the primary funder of the 

organization’s food & farming programs.

https://whatcomcf.org/about/
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• Request / Support a WSDA Decision Package 
• This team is proposing that the Forum request that 

WSDA refresh and re-submit a Decision Package. The 
package requests funding to scope and research a 
state brand/promotion program.  Based on learning to-
date, the team also suggests WSDA takes into account 
these four considerations: 

• Steps towards implementation of a program in Year 
2 of the biennium

• Emphasize inclusion of existing efforts within a 
proposed state program

• Consider resourcing existing programs 

• Explore options within a brand program, not 
exclusively a label

Relates to two 2019 consensus 
recommendations:

1. Increase purchases of Washington 
farm products with procurement 
policies and better visibility and 
promotion of Washington products in 
the marketplace. 

2. Create a Washington state brand 
program that makes local products –
and specific producers / farms – more 
visible and easier to code and track 
through existing supply chains.
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• Run the idea of state brand program through the Equity Filter (June or 
July)

• Washington Brand Summit 
• An opportunity to hear from existing brands in Washington regarding how they would 

interact with a state program; concerns, areas of excitement, questions etc. 



WASHINGTON STATE FOOD POLICY FORUM

Break

5 minutes!
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Farm Bill 2023 
Coordination Team 
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• Ron Shultz (State Conservation Commission)

• Claire Lane (Anti-Hunger and Nutrition Coalition)

• Addie Candib & Dani Madrone (American Farmland Trust)

• Melissa Spear (Tilth Alliance)

• Derek Sandison (WSDA)
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• The farm bill is an omnibus, 5-year law governing an array of agriculture and 
food programs.

• Without reauthorization, some farm bill programs would expire, such as the 
nutrition assistance and the commodity support programs.

• The most recent farm bill was passed in 2018.  Next version is targeted for 
2023.

• There are 12 sections, or “titles”, in the farm bill.  Each title covers particular 
areas of ag or nutrition.

• Not all titles are applicable to the work of the Food Policy Forum. . 
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Titles addressing Forum issues:

• Title 2 – Conservation

• Title 4 – Nutrition

• Title 5 – Credit

• Title 6 – Rural Development

• Title 7 – Research, Extension and Related Matters

• Title 9 – Energy

• Title 10 – Horticulture

• Title 12 – Misc.  Includes programs supporting beginning farmers and 
ranchers, assistance for livestock and poultry production, and other 
items.
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The farm bill authorizes programs in two spending categories: mandatory and 
discretionary.

• Mandatory programs usually dominate the farm bill discussions.  

• Mandatory programs operate as entitlements.

• Mandatory program funding is based on a multiyear budget estimate or 
baseline.

• Discretionary programs authorized in the farm bill are not funded in the farm 
bill.  They are funded through separate appropriations bills.
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Figure 1. Baseline for Farm Bill Programs, by Title 

(dollars in billions, 10-year mandatory outlays) 
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Budget for the 2018 Farm Bill and 2021 Baseline for Farm Bill Programs
(dollars in millions, 10-year mandatory outlays)

2018 Farm Bill at 

Enactment

Baseline as of July 

2021

Titles
FY2019-FY2028

($ millions)

FY2022-FY2031

($ millions)

Commodities 61,414 55,003

Conservation 59,748 59,402

Nutrition 663,828 814,503

Credit -4,558 a/

Rural Development -2,362 a/

Research 1,219 1,280

Energy 737 500

Horticulture 2,047 2,100

Crop Insurance 77,933 94,819

Miscellaneous 3,091 760

Total (of all 12 titles) 867,200 1,032,587
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• Relative proportions of farm bill spending have shifted over the past two 
decades. 

• Conservation spending has steadily risen. 

• Crop insurance has been variable but has generally risen as benefits and 
enrollment have expanded. 

• Farm commodity program spending is variable but has generally declined. 

• Nutrition assistance rose sharply after the recession in 2009, waned for 
several years as the economy recovered, and rose again at the onset of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.
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• Organized into 5 general categories:

• Working Lands Programs – conservation practices and programs; EQIP, CSP, 
etc

• Land Retirement Programs – payments to private ag landowners for 
temporary changes to land practices; CRP, CREP, FWP, CLEAR30, Soil Health

• Easement Programs – voluntary, long-term restriction on use of property; Ag 
Conservation Easement Program, Healthy Forest Reserve Program.

• Partnership and Grant Programs – uses grants to leverage federal funds with 
other funds; RCPP, CIG, etc.

• Conservation Compliance – prohibits producer from receiving other program 
benefits if conservation goals for highly erodible lands and wetlands are not 
met.
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• Conservation title programs are considered mandatory funded programs.

• Funded in the 2018 farm bill.

• Additional funding was authorized in the Build Back Better Act (BBBA).

• Increases funding for certain conservation programs such as EQIP, CSP, Ag 
Conservation Easement Program, and RCPP.

• Funding increased by $21 billion over 10 years.
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Possible Future Issues:

Climate Change –

• No existing conservation program is specific to climate change adaptation or 
mitigation, but most programs can integrate adaptation to changes in climate 
within their current structure. 

• Congress may evaluate how well farm bill conservation programs assist 
producers in achieving climate change-related goals.
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Possible Future Issues:

Program Backlogs –

• Demand to participate in many of the conservation programs exceeds 
available program dollars several times over in some programs.

• Acceptance rates and backlogs for conservation programs vary by program 
and program type.

• Large, unfunded backlogs for conservation programs could support 
additional funding.
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The major programs reauthorized in the farm bill:

• Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and grants

• Related SNAP programs: SNAP Employment & Training; SNAP Nutrition 
Education

• Gus Schumacher Nutrition Incentive Program (GusNIP) grants: fruit & 
vegetable SNAP match programs 

• Senior Farmers Market Nutrition Program Community Food Projects

SNAP is the largest of USDA’s domestic food assistance programs, in both 
participation and spending.
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• Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations (FDPIR) grants for 
certain territories – commodity foods for tribal food banks; recipients 
cannot also receive SNAP benefits.

• The Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) – commodity foods for 
food banks 

• Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP) - commodity foods for low 
income seniors at food banks 
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Child Nutrition Programs

• The authorizing statutes for child nutrition programs (school breakfast & 
school lunch, WIC Program, Summer Meals, etc.) are reauthorized in a “child 
nutrition reauthorization” bill — not a farm bill. 

• Yet, recent farm bills have included some provisions related to food 
purchasing and distribution for schools. 

• The 2018 farm bill extends funding for federal purchases of fresh fruits and 
vegetables for schools and service institutions, and requires USDA to enforce 
“Buy American” requirements for school food purchases.
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SNAP Funding

• SNAP has 3 distinct components; the largest, by far, is monthly food 
assistance, but it also includes SNAP Nutrition Education and SNAP 
Education & Training.

• SNAP is authorized as open-ended mandatory spending and is funded 
through appropriations laws. 

• Amending SNAP eligibility, benefits, or other program rules through the farm 
bill can have a budgetary impact. 

• Availability of appropriated funding also affects SNAP’s operation.

• SNAP’s spending is largely driven by program participation, which fluctuates 
due to economic conditions and program rules.
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Possible Future Issues:

• Opportunities to restore and expand eligibility for specific populations (low 
income college students, Native Americans who receive FDIPR/commodities, 
etc.) 

• Revisit contentious debate from 2018 farm bill on SNAP time limits (based on 
work requirements) and limiting food choices

• Improve SNAP Education & Training programs to help more people access 
job training and education opportunities
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• Includes rural development policies, rural broadband, rural health, and business and 
infrastructure development.

• Increases rural broadband loan and guarantee program from $25m to $350m.

• Establishes the Rural Broadband Integration Working Group to identify barriers and 
opportunities for broadband deployment in rural areas.

• Establishes a Council on Rural Community Innovation and Economic Development 
to enhance federal efforts to address the need of rural area by creating working 
groups focusing on job acceleration and integration of smart technologies in rural 
communities.

• Reauthorizes the Rural Energy Savings Program to allow financing of off-grid and 
renewable energy and energy storage systems.
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• High Priority Research and Extension – includes fertilizer management.

• Reauthorizes the Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative.

• Reauthorizes the Specialty Crop Research Initiative.

• Creates new programs supporting advanced agricultural research and urban, 
indoor, and emerging agricultural production systems.
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• Supports agriculture-based renewable energy.

• New program, the Carbon Utilization and Biogas Education Program.
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• 2018 farm bill reauthorizes existing programs supporting farming operations 
in the specialty crop, certified organic ag, and local foods sectors.

• Includes block grants to states, support for farmers markets, education on 
food safety, organic certification, market development and promotion 
initiatives.

• Creates new Local Agriculture Market Program, expanding funding for 
farmers market and local foods promotion.

• Includes provisions supporting urban agriculture development.
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Thinking about the 
Farm Bill in context 
of our consensus 
recommendations 
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American Farmland 
Trust
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Forum Consensus 
Recommendations

• Provide $100 million in funding 

to existing WSCC programs for 

the purchase of agricultural 

conservation easements or 

development rights.

• Protect farmland for continued 

production and secure multi-

benefit agricultural lands 

owned by producers most 

impacted by COVID-19.

Farmland protection and access

• ACEP-ALE and RCPP: Increase funding,
increase federal match, improve program 
efficiency and delivery, fix Buy-Protect-Sell

• Enable states to prioritize permanently 
protected agricultural land for NRCS cost-share 
programs

• Support more planning for farmland 
protection by state and local governments

• Reduce footprint of federally-funded 
development

• Increase assistance for farmers seeking land, 
and farmers seeking a successor

• Expand and support land transfer 
infrastructure
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Forum Consensus 
Recommendations

• Provide direct financial 
assistance to farmers to 
implement best management 
practices that address impacts 
of climate change.

• Provide employment 
opportunities and economic 
development. 

• Provide funds and technical 
assistance for farmers to 
implement cover crops, no till, 
organic amendments, etc. to 
support farm viability while 
addressing climate change.

Climate and Conservation

Increase funding for all conservation programs
and streamline application and award processes.

Make soil health and climate smart practices a 
priority in ranking, especially when practices 
address multiple resource concerns.

Improve technical assistance and equity

• Increase cooperative agreements for TA.

• Train NRCS staff on soil health, climate smart 
practices, and cultural sensitivity.

• Increase partnerships with historically 
underserved organizations and producers.
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Forum Consensus 
Recommendations

• Provide direct financial 
assistance to farmers to 
implement best management 
practices that address impacts 
of climate change.

• Provide employment 
opportunities and economic 
development. 

• Provide funds and technical 
assistance for farmers to 
implement cover crops, no till, 
organic amendments, etc. to 
support farm viability while 
addressing climate change.

Climate and Conservation

Collect and share demographic data on 
applicants and awardees to understand 
disparities and target outreach.

Provide greater support for small farms, 
such as creating an Office of Small Farms 
within NRCS.

Inspire a greater culture shift that leads to 
the permanent adoption of practices by 
celebrating early adopters and supporting 
peer-to-peer networks and mentorship 
opportunities.
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Tilth Alliance
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Forum Consensus Recommendation

Impacts of Climate Change 

Promote research and programmatic 
investments in agricultural viability, 
resiliency, and market development. 

Ensure agricultural adaptation resources 
are well coordinated, funded, and staffed 
to support farmers in making informed 
business decisions in a changing climate. 

Background on Title 2

This title includes funding and sets priorities 
for EQIP (Environmental Quality Incentives 
Program), CSP (Conservation Stewardship 
Program), CRP (Conservation Reserve 
Program, RCPP (Regional Conservation 
Partnership Program) and ACEP (Agricultural 
Conservation Easement Program). All these 
programs provide tools and means to 
increase agricultural resiliency.

Title 2: Conservation

• Increase funding of conservation programs 
including EQIP, ACEP, CSP, CRP.  increase % of 
Federal match for EQIP grants, increase acreage 
authorized to be enrolled in CRP and increase 
CRP payments, increase scope of eligible 
projects in RCEP.

• Provide soil health incentives to encourage 
farmers to adopt practices that improve soil 
health. 

• Increase staffing and funding of NRCS (Natural 
Resource Conservation Service), agency that 
provides conservation services.  

• Ensure every region has at least one expert in 
organic production/ClimateSmartAg practices. 

• Support/incentevise use of on-farm compost.
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Forum Consensus Recommendation

Impacts of Climate Change 

Promote research and 
programmatic investments in 
agricultural viability, resiliency, 
and market development. 

Background on Title 7

This title supports agricultural 
research through multiple programs. 
It provides funding for competitively 
awarded programs such as AFRI (Ag 
and Food Research Initiative), OREI 
(Organic Ag Research and Extension 
Initiative) and SCRI (Specialty Crop 
Research Initiative) and SARE 
(Sustainable Agriculture Research 
and Education) grant funding for 
farmer driven research among others. 

Title 7: Research and Related Matters

• Increase agricultural research funding, 
particularly dedicated to climate-smart, 
sustainable, organic agriculture. 

• Increase funding of organic research to 
make its share of the USDA research 
investment proportional to the size and 
growth of the  organic sector.
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Forum Consensus 
Recommendation

Impacts of Climate Change 

Promote research and 
programmatic investments in 
agricultural viability, resiliency, 
and market development. 

Background on Title 9

This title encourages the 
development of biofuels and farm 
and community renewable energy 
systems through grants, loan 
guarantees and feedstock 
procurement initiatives as well as 
supporting increased energy 
efficiency and development of 
biobased products.  

Title 9: Energy 

• Provide additional resources and technical 
support to farmers investing in renewable 
energy for their operations.
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Forum Consensus 
Recommendation

Impacts of Climate Change 

Promote research and 
programmatic investments in 
agricultural viability, 
resiliency, and market 
development. 

Background on Title 10

This title Supports Specialty 
Crops - fruits, vegetables, tree 
nuts, - and supports certified 
organic ag production and local 
food.  

Title 10: Horticulture

• Expand Specialty Crops block grant program 
with a focus on adaptation and resilience in 
light of climate change.  

• Include support for infrastructure necessary 
to respond to impacts of climate change.
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Forum Consensus Recommendation

Impacts of Climate Change 

Promote research and programmatic 
investments in agricultural viability, 
resiliency, and market development. 

Ensure agricultural adaptation 
resources are well coordinated, funded, 
and staffed to support farmers in 
making informed business decisions in 
a changing climate. 

Background on Title 11

Provides subsidized insurance policies 
to protect farmers against losses in 
yield, crop revenue or whole farm 
revenue, including losses resulting from 
extreme weather events.  Current rules 
make it harder for organic producers to 
qualify for crop insurance.  

Title 11: Crop Insurance

• Modify rules to make crop insurance more 
easily available to certified organic 
producers.
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Forum Consensus 
Recommendation

xx

Background on Title 12

xx

Title 12: Misc. 

• Support acquisition and implementation of 
new on farm technologies such as laser 
guided weeding and pest control especially 
for small to mid sized farms.
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Washington State 
Department of 

Agriculture
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State Conservation 
Commission
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Anti-Hunger and 
Nutrition Coalition
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• Provide a national snapshot of Farm Bill opportunities and threats by 
Inviting the National Association of State Departments of Agriculture, 
National Sustainable Ag Coalition, National Young Farmers Coalition, etc. 

Questions: 

• How does national perspective relate to what WA wants consider?

• Discussing the audience and speakers for the summit: Is the audience and 
speaker panel to cover topics that fall within and outside the consensus 
recommendations? 

• How does this fit into the Forum’s process to produce recommendations on 
the Farm Bill?
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• Next Forum meeting: Aug. 4th convening on land use patterns

• Join the next Farm Bill Coordination Team in June to plan a Farm Bill 2023 
Summit

• Join the June 9 Informing Land Use Team meeting to bless the agenda and 
discuss solutions to stem ag land loss

• Join the State Brand Team to run the equity filter on the idea of a state brand 
program and consider a Washington Brand Summit 
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• Food scarcity and use of ag products for food versus fuel

• Opportunity to reinforce and strengthen the system

• Bring in stories of people experiencing farm bill programs

• Include Congressional staff at a summit, especially staff from Rep. Schrier's 
office as our WA rep on the House Ag Committee. It could be a chance for 
them to hear information directly before it's formulated into 
recommendations

• Opp to come forward as a state with engagement of diverse points of view as 
one voice

• This is a moment that feels unique compared to previous farm bills

• Farm bill is critical to sustainability of non profit activity like Tilth’s
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Food Policy Forum 
Next Steps
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Thank you!


